
Withheld list for New Issuance and Renewal of Certificates of Enlistment (CE) 
for the financial year 2013-2014. 
 
 
1. (a)  The CEs of 42 (forty two) nos. of building/private markets as mentioned in 

the Inspection Report from West Bengal Fire & Emergency Services, Govt. 
of WB will remain withheld for the financial year 2013-14 like previous 
years,until and unless some specific decision in this regard is arrived at by the 
State Govt. 

 
(b) The CEs of 14 natures of business/trades as mentioned in the Municipal 
Commissioner's Circular No. 04 of 2010-2011 will be  kept withheld for the 
financial year 2013-14 also. 
 
(c) CEs at all addresses for Tripol Patty, Stephen Court, Futnani Chambers and 
Hatibagan Market, Nandaram Market will remain withheld like previous years till 
production of necessary fire clearance.However,in case of Hatibagan Market, if 
any trader comes ahead with a plea for open air business, then it may considered 
on case to case basis, after physical inspection by Licence Deptt. 
 
(d) It is reported by the Building Deptt. That there is no physical existence of the 
building situated at 1, Strand Bank Road (because the building had been razed to 
the ground).On the basis of that report it has been decided that as no place of 
business is actually in existence over there, all demands at the address including 
all arrears be treated as cancelled /dropped with immediate effect. 
 
(e) All CEs for 40, Strand Road and 24, park Lane will be kept withheld like 
previous years for want of necessary fire clearance. 
 
(f) Other CEs that were kept withheld on earlier occasion, due to different 
reasons, such as Court order(s), default in payment etc. may be kept withheld in 
2013-14 also till disposal of the respective disputes. 
 
(g)  The CEs of natures of business/trades as Studios will be kept withheld for 
want of necessary fire clearance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                               - By Order 


